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• Baby Boomers (1946-1964)
• Generation X (1965-1980)
• Millennials (1981-1995)
• Generation Z (1996-??)
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What’s Your Generation?
Generation #/% of group Born…
Traditionalists - 1900-1945
Baby Boomers - 1946-1964
Generation X - 1965-1980
Millennials - 1981-1996
Generation Z - 1997-?
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LET’S TAKE A QUIZ TO FIND OUT
Does our generation matter?
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Name these items and what they were 
used for:
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ACTIVITY:  MY GENERATION
What does your generation bring to the workplace?
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Why Does a Generation
Have a Personality?





- Events that capture the attention and 
emotions of thousands, if not millions, of 
individuals at a formative stage in their lives
- Shape collective world view







Traditionalists:  Born 1920-1945
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• Most “wanted” generation in history
- Raised by Baby Boomers
• 4 out of 5 high school students report 
feeling “some” or “a lot” of parental 
pressure to get high grades
• Less “free” time than any generation in 
history; more time in school, household 
chores, personal care, organized sports, 
visiting/traveling
• Already nearly 50% of workforce
The Millennials – Attention Span = 12 seconds
Generation Z: 1996-????
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Gen Z or iGen – Attention Span = 8 seconds
Your text here
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Gen Z and Innovation
• Global social media + crowdsourcing + open-
platform education/sharing = unprecedented 
influence for new inventors
What did these teens invent?





Gen Z and Employment
• More than 50% want jobs with social impact
• 72% want to start their own businesses
• 56% said they were “savers, not spenders”
• 84% say they’ll have to work harder than 
previous generations to get ahead
Gen Z and Vices
• Smoke, drink, and fight far less than previous 
generations
• Significantly more likely to text while driving
• Smarter or better looking?  69% say “Smarter”
Gen Z and Social Media
• Live in constant FOMO
• 92% online daily; 24% “almost constantly”
• Top 2 Preferences:  YouTube and Snapchat
• More likely to post on YouTube or “Vlog”
• Texting is preferred method of 
communication (40 texts/day “Typical”)
Communicating with Gen Z
• Text
• Ask for opinions and listen
• Engage frequently, respond quickly
• Use inductive (main point first) 
reasoning
• Face-to-face when you can
• Ask “How do you know?”
• But MOSTLY:  Be visual
Differing Workplace Values
• Traditionalists: loyalty, experience, 
consistency
• Boomers: recognition, enthusiasm
• Xers: technology, skill development
• Millennials: energy, social consciousness
• Gen Z: safety, success
Preferred Supervision
• Traditionalists: Tell me
• Baby Boomers: Let’s discuss
• Generation X: Share your expertise but let 
me decide
• Millennials: Tell me, exactly
• Gen Z: Tell me why
• A Platform for Teaching
• Provide Frequent Access
• Support for Difficult Decisions
• Collaborate v. Command
• Listen To
• Focus on Career Paths
• Read What they Read
Best Practice:  Coach Not Manage
• Short, Achievable Assignments
• Utilize Technology but include Face Time 
for Gen Z
• Real Chance to Demonstrate Value
• Be Specific on Expectations
• Provide Feedback
Best Practice: Provide Innovative 
Opportunities
• Focus on the Front Line Manager
• Vary Experiences
• Tap into Values and Beliefs




Comprehensive Best Practice: Focus on 
the Culture
• Ask Generations to Conform
• Change Management Practices
• Remember…>50% of the workforce is 
age 38 or younger
Our Options
Generations and…












• Talk About It!
• Programmatic Intentionality and Flexibility
e.g. EWHC Mentoring
QUESTIONS? 
COMMENTS?
Sara Johnson, FACHE
smj3@iu.edu
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